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NELFA – KEY FACTS
ADVANCING THE RIGHTS OF RAINBOW FAMILIES

NELFA?
The Network of European
LGBTIQ* Families Associations
•

Founded on 1 May 2009

•

Int. non-profit association since 2012

•

Official seat in Brussels (Rainbowhouse)

•

Currently 25 members in 15 countries

•

Represents more than 20.000 people
(members of European organisations)

•

Member of ILGA-Europe, TGEU and
since 2017 supporting member of…

COFACE Families Europe

NELFA MEETS
COFACE…

Magdi Birtha, Policy and
Advocacy Officer at
COFACE - Families Europe

NELFA‘s aim
Ensure that the children of
LGBTIQ* families enjoy the same
rights as children in families
currently recognised by the law.
Encourage European countries
to adopt equal opportunity
policies in relation to LGBTIQ*
families with regard to legal,
financial, educational, social
and other relevant rights.

Ensure that LGBTIQ* families
can fully enjoy the EU’s right
to freedom of movement
between Member States.

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
CHANCES AND CHALLENGES FOR RAINBOW FAMILIES IN EUROPE

COFACE about freedom of movement…

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
European Union citizens (and
their family members) have the
right to move freely and live in
another EU country, subject to
any conditions set out in the EU’s
treaties. This free movement of
people is one of the EU’s
fundamental principles.
see DIRECTIVE 2004/38/EC, adopted
by the European Parliament & the
Council of the European Union,
entered into force on 30 April 2004.
Source: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=LEGISSUM:l33152

Family members?
This covers, for instance, the
spouse, a partner in a registered
partnership with an EU citizen
and direct descendants under
the age of 21…
…in general… The text of the
Directive don’t specify if this
includes same-sex partners, too.
The preamble (which is not
legally binding) says, Member
States should take action
without discrimination (i.e.
sexual orientation)

So many questions….

Are married same-sex
partners considered as
„spouses“ (in Member States
without marriage equality?)

Is a registered same-sex
partnership/civil union
automatically valid in
another Member State?

They should. But, the final text of the
Directive isn‘t clear (sexual orientation
only mentioned in the preamble).
States have taken different positions…

It depends on the very different laws in
the Member States – registered
partnerships shemes must exist and be
treated as „equivalent“ to marriage.

What are the rules for my
(unmarried) partner and our
child(ren)?
Children with a legally-recognised
parental relationship (biological link,
adoption etc.) can move. For
unmarried partners there is at least a
duty to fascilitate. They have to seek
admission as „members of the
household, always in the best interest
of the child (EU Charter)

EU Agency of Fundamental Rights (FRA) publication 2008

FAMILIES ON THE MOVE
CHANCES AND CHALLENGES FOR RAINBOW FAMILIES

COFACE about recent findings…

Ckpso!2009$

RAINBOW FAMILIES TODAY
THE EUROPEAN HOTCHPOTCH…

ILGA-Europe Rainbow Map, Mai 2017

Rainbow Map – Freedom of movement?
Marriage Equality

Civil unions

Nothing (and less)

13 of 28 EU countries

15 (17) of 28 EU countries

6 of 28 EU countries

In these European countries,
same-sex marriages are possible:

In these EU countries we have
registered partnerships which are
similar to marriages:

Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia,
Romania and Bulgaria

The Netherlands (2001), Belgium
(2003), Spain (2005), [non-EU
Norway (2009)], Sweden (2009),
Portugal (2010), [non-EU Iceland
(2010)], Denmark (2012), France
(2013), UK* - except Northern
Ireland (2014), Luxemburg (2014),
Ireland (2015) and Finland,
Germany, Malta (2017).

Austria, Croatia, Cyprus, Finland,
Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, Malta,
The Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain
(only some regions), UK
Civil unions with limited rights:
Czech Republic, Estonia (the law
exists, but not functional yet)

Constitutional limitation of
marriage (in different
ways) in: Crotia, Bulgaria,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Romania, Slovakia

Constitutional limitation
of the term „family“:

(efforts) i.e. in Lithuania, Hungary,
Romania, Croatia

Rainbow map – freedom of movement?
Joint adoption

Second-parent adoption

Co-Parenthood

15 of 28 EU countries

16 of 28 EU countries…

8 of 28 EU countries

Especially for lesbian couples this
is an opportunity to clarify that
both parents are legallyrecognised (stepchild adoption)

recognise automatically that both
(married) same-sex parents (means
biological mother and social parent)
are legal parents, without any
adoption process.

Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
Finland. France, Germany
Iceland, Ireland, Luxemburg,
Malta, The Netherlands, Portugal,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and UK*.

Austria, Belgium, Denmark*, Ireland,
Malta, The Netherlands, Spain, UK*.
(Plans i.e. in Germany)

provide joint adoption for samesex couples. Which means: Both
are legally-recognised parents.
There should be no problem to
enter another EU member state…

Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany,
Iceland, Ireland, Luxemburg,
Malta, The Netherlands, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden and the UK*.

* In Denmark, the second mother or
the biological father of the child can
be the second legal parent

RAINBOW FAMILIES TODAY

CASE STUDIES
Leandro (UK)
Eleni (Greece)
Luís (Portugal)

Giuseppina (Italy)

Case Study LEANDRO
Leandro has British nationality, his husband
Francois is French citizen, they live together with
their adopted son (7) in London.
But when the family considered moving to
France, they got cought in a conflict that
culminated in officials telling them that they
need to get divorced.
The problems stem from equal marriage law in
England and Wales. In 2014, couples in civil
partnerships were offered to ‚convert‘ them to a
marriage. So, their certificates were backdated
to the original date of their civil partnership
without a ceremony.
In France, legally-recognised marriages must
have a wedding ceremony with witnesses and
the certificate must reflect the date of the
wedding itself – so the marriage is
„fundamentally incompatible“ with French law.
Until now, the family is in a legal limbo. The
proposed divorce isn‘t an option, because in
the UK you need reasobale grounds for such a
step. A seperation year is necessary.

Another thread: So far, the adoption of their son
would not be legally valid in France.

Case Study ELENI
Eleni has Greek nationality. But she lives with
her wife Kate (who has British nationality) in
Barcelona. The Spanish birth certificate for
their first daughter (born through medical
assisted procreation) list both as mothers.
In the UK, Elenis wife (at that time girlfriend)
wasn‘t accepted as mother, because she
had no biological link. Therefore, the kid
couldn‘t get the British nationality. Only
possibility: stepchild adoption…
In Greece, Eleni‘s family and their
documents weren‘t accepted at all.
In Spain, a kid with foreign parents can only
obtain citizenship, if it is registered abroad…
For a long time, Eleni‘s first daughter hadn‘t
a passport, trips abroad weren’t possible.
Meanwhile, the child has a passport,
delivered by the Greek administration.
With Eleni‘s and Kate‘s second daughter it‘s
easier now, because they are married
(possible in Spain + UK). But the recognition
in UK isn‘t yet approved. And Brexit creates
again disturbance and uncertainty.

Case Study LUÍS
Luís has Portuguese nationality, his husband
Jarl is Swedish citizen. They married in
Belgium and live in Brussels with their 12
year old daugther, Georgina, who was
adopted in the United States several
months after her birth. Luís home country
Portugal didn‘t recognise their for years. So,
the couple couldn‘t apply for Georgina‘s
Portuguese citizenship. In 2016, the
Parliament in Lisbon changed the law.
Now, they have the chance to do so…

Case Study GIUSEPPINA
Giuseppina and her wife Raphaelle are
French citizens, but they live in Italy.
Giuseppina has Italian roots. Therefore, she
has also Italian nationality.
The lesbian couple has two kids. The first
one was born by Giuseppina, the secone
one by Raphaellle. The family was
registered even three times in France. 1:
Giuseppina and her daughter, 2:
Raphaelle and her son, 3: the registered
partnership (2000).
The couple married in France in 2013 and
enforced the stephchild adoption process
for both children in 2014. But the mayor of
their hometown in Italy didn‘t recognise
the documents. He didn‘t want to adjust
the birth certificates.
In the meantime, Giuseppina‘s family has
won two court cases (2015/17). The local
authorities must accept the marriage (first
time!) and the stepchild adoptions,
contracted abroad.
Now, Giuseppina‘s family is in a favourable
position in Italy

MOVEMENT AND POLITICS
THE MILLS GRIND SLOWLY…

NELFA
PUBLIC PETITION
(24 SEPTEMBER 2013)

Same-sex parents and their
children demand true freedom
of movement in the EU.
„As LGBT parents we are
concerned, and this is why we
ask you to introduce a legislative
proposal to ensure that our
children‘s family and their dignity
are not threatened by crossing a
border. As the Guarantor of
Human Rights in the EU, you can
promote change.“

The free movement of people (as well as goods, capital and services, also known as the ‘Four
Freedoms’) are at the core of the European Union. For EU citizens, this means that going from one EU
Member State to the next for most purposes shouldn’t require more than an ID card or passport.

What is the LGBT Intergroup doing?

The position of the
European Parliament
on freedom of
movement of LGBTI
people is clear, and
states that freedom of
movement must be
secured for all citizens
without discrimination.

MONITORING

FASCILITATION

The Intergroup is monitoring
developments around the
freedom of movement, and
already issued warnings about not
considering universal freedom of
movement as a priority.

The Intergroup occasionally
facilitates contact between
citizens whose freedom of
movement is affected by their
gender identity or sexual
orientation on the one hand, and
national politicians or relevant
local authorities on the other.

Intergroup

Recent Press Releases
•

2 FEB 2017: EP demands action on EUwide recognition of adoptions

•

14 DEC 2016: New report takes stock of
fundamental rights, including LGBTI

•

4 JULY 2016: Strasbourg court ruled in
Taddeucci and McCall v. Italy

•

10 JUNE 2016: EP votes for EU-wide
acceptance of public documents

•

29 APR 2016: EP speaks out for mutual
recognition of domestic adoptions

•

8 DEC 2015: H and PL block equal
property rights for EU couples

•

8/9 SEP 2015: Parliament demands EU
action on LGBTI rights

•

14 JULY 2015: Italian court orders same sex
marriage recognition from abroad

•

2/3 APR 2014: Parliament wants
guaranteed free movement for LGBT

What do you think
about the current
status of freedom
of movement for
LGBTIQ* in the EU?

Sophie in‘t Veld, Member of the
European Parliament (ALDE),
Vice-President of the LGBTI
Intergroup, Dutch politician (D66)

STEP BY STEP?
2010-2014:
•

The EP voted „at least a dozen times in
the last five years“ (Intergroup) for
equality in freedom of movement (for
LGBTIQ* people and their families)

•

The Parliament called on the European
Commission to issue a proposal to
facilitate the mutual recognition of the
effects of civil status documents – but
nearly nothing happened

2015-2019:
•

The EP continues on demanding EU
action on LGBTIQ* rights and the
mutual recognition of civil status
documents, including adoption papers

•

The Commission issued a general
action plan on LGBTIQ* rights (2015)…

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 17 June 2017:
[…] In its list of actions to advance LGBTI equality, the
Commission commits to ensuring that the specific
issues related to sexual orientation and gender identity
are properly taken into consideration in the
transposition and implementation of Directive
2004/38/EC on the right of free movement, and to
mapping research activities of the difficulties that
rainbow families encounter in cross-border situations.
1. What concrete action has the Commission taken on
this issue since it launched its list of actions to advance
LGBTI equality in 2015?
2. What legislative proposals will it take to counter the
hurdles outlined above and to realise the objectives of
the list of actions?
3. Will it submit a proposal for the mutual recognition of
the rights of same-sex couples between the 22
Member States, together with other initiatives for
mutual recognition in the area of family law and civil
matters. If not, can it state its reasons for not doing so?

Sophie in‘t Veld, Member of the European
Parliament (ALDE), Vice-President of the
LGBT Intergroup, Dutch politician (D66)

ANSWER 9 OCTOBER 2017:
Any form of discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or
gender identity is against EU fundamental values.
[…] Commission efforts have led to the adoption of regulations
further facilitating the free movement of citizens […]. These
regulations simplify the circulation of public documents on civil status
and help international couples (whether in a marriage a registered
partnership) manage their property and divide it if necessary.
The Commission continues to ensure that issues concerning sexual
orientation and gender identity are properly taken into account in
the transposition and implementation of Directive 2004/38/EC(4)
through follow-up of complaints, correspondence with citizens and
dialogue with Member States.
The recognition in a Member State of the civil status (e.g. marriage,
parenthood) granted to a citizen in another Member State is
currently governed by national law. In applying their national law,
Member States must respect Union law, incl. the case law of the
Court of Justice […], on free movement of citizens within the Union.
When proposing legislative measures, the Commission must consider
the feasibility of their adoption by the legislator. In the area of family
law, the Council must adopt legislative measures by unanimity. At this
stage, the Commission does not envisage proposing legislative
action on the recognition in a Member State of the civil status
granted to a citizen in another Member State.

Věra Jourová, European Commissioner for
Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality,
Politician of the Czech Republic (ANO 2011)

“

If you live in a legally-recognised same-sex partnership or marriage
in a country A, you have the right—and that is a fundamental
right—to take this status, and the one of your partner, to country B.
If not, it is a violation of EU law. […] When is this going to happen?
Now! Not in 5 or 10 years. [...] If there is no understanding [from
governments], then more harsh measures have to be applied.

”

VIVIANE REDING, FORMER COMMISSIONER FOR JUSTICE, CONSUMERS AND GENDER EQUALITY

RESPONSE in an EP debate on same-sex unions, 8 SEP 2010

MOVEMENT AND LITIGATION
CHANCES AND CHALLENGES FOR RAINBOW FAMILIES

What are our (approved)core values?
EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON
HUMAN RIGHTS (1950)

EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON
HUMAN RIGHTS (1950)

EU CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL
RIGHTS (2000/2009)

ART 8: 1. Everyone has the right to
respect for his private and family
life, his home and his
correspondence.

ART 14: The enjoyment of the rights
and freedoms […] shall be secured
without discrimination on any ground
such as sex, race, colour, language,
religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, association
with a national minority, property,
birth or other status.

ART 21: Any discrimination based on
any ground such as sex, race, colour
[…] birth, disability, age or sexual
orientation shall be prohibited.

ART 12: Men and women of
marriageable age have the right to
marry and to found a family,
according to the national laws
governing the exercise of this right.

* According to established caselaw, the ECHR recognises
registered same-sex unions under
Article 8 of the Convention!

* The Convention doesn’t protect
against sexual discrimination!!!, but
“sexual orientation” and “gender
identity” are recognised according
to consistent case-law (ECHR).

ART 24: 1. Children […] may express
their views freely. Such views shall be
taken into consideration on matters
which concern them […]. 2. In all
actions relating to children, whether
taken by public authorities or private
institutions, the child's best interests
must be a primary consideration. 3.
Every child shall have the right to
maintain on a regular basis a
personal relationship and direct
contact with both his or her parents.

* not binding in the UK, Poland (and
the Czech Republic)

European Court of Human Rights in
Strasbourg – case-law 2010-2017
Kozak v. Poland [2010]: de facto marital
cohabitation must be understood to also
include same-sex relationships. Poland
violated Article 14 and 8 (respect for private
and family life) by not doing so.
Schalk and Kopf v. Austria [2010]: a
cohabiting same-sex couple living in a stable
relationship falls within the notion of ‘family
life’, just as the relationship of a different-sex
couple in the same situation would.
X and others v. Austria [2013]: prohibiting
adoption of the partner’s child in a same-sex
couple is discriminatory.
Pajić v. Croatia [2016]: refusing same-sex
couples residence permits with the purpose
of family reunification on the basis of their
sexual orientation is discriminatory
Taddeucci and McCall v. Italy, [2016]: the
refusal to grant one partner in a same-sex
couple a residence permit violated their rights
under Article 14 and 8.

The Coman case
Adrian Coman is a Romanian gay rights activist.
He married his male partner (Claibourn Robert
Hamilton) – a US citizen – in Belgium in 2010 and
the couple currently lives in the US. In 2012,
Adrian asked the Romanian immigration
authorities for information on the requirements
for obtaining a residence permit for his spouse.
He was told that such a permit would be refused
on the ground that the couple’s same-sex
marriage could not be recognised in Romania
as the Civil Code bans the recognition of samesex marriages performed abroad; if Adrian’s
spouse was a woman, the marriage would have
been automatically recognised in Romania and
Adrian’s spouse would have been entitled to a
residence permit by virtue of that. As a result of
this, the couple brought an action, claiming that
the refusal amounted to a breach of Adrian’s EU
free movement rights as well as to discrimination
on the ground of sexual orientation, contrary to
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights…

What do you think
about the current
status of freedom
of movement for
LGBTIQ* in the EU?
Alexander Schuster – a well-known Italian
advocate (Trento) and legal expert of the
EU Commission, member of the group „EU
Commission on sexual orientation law“
[ECSOL] and NELFA‘s Italian member
organisation Famiglie Arcobaleno. He won
several groundbreaking law suits

AND NOW? Your Feedback…
COFACE: IT WOULD BE GOOD IF DIFFERENT HUMAN RIGHTS MOVEMENTS FOUGHT
TOGETHER WHEN THEY FACE COMMON CHALLENGES.
SOPHIE IN’T VELD TO THE EU COMMISSION: STAND UP FOR RAINBOW FAMILIES […].
SHOW A LITTLE BIT MORE COURAGE AND MOVE FORWARD.” (A PROPOSAL FOR THE
FULL MUTUAL RECOGNITION OF THE EFFECTS AND FREE CIRCULATION OF ALL CIVIL
STATUS DOCUMENTS OF ALL INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES AND FAMILIES …)
ALEXANDER SCHUSTER: IT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER TO INVIGORATE THE
COMMITMENT OF EUROPE TO FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND ENSURE THAT THE UNION
DOES NOT WITHDRAW FROM ITS VISION

COMMON
FAREWELL 
PLEASE, HAVE A LOOK AT
OUR SMALL GIFTS AND DON‘T
FORGET TO ENTER YOUR
NAME AND DATA INTO THE
LIST OF ATTENDEES!

WE NEED YOU!
YOUR NELFA BOARD…

